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Retcon is the natural evolution of the BOCS series. It pulls together all three previous libraries along with a massive amount of new content to bring you
the finest collection of ambient inspired sounds.

More than just another sound library, Retcon is a uniquely designed virtual instrument that features a colour coded HEX layout giving you easy access
to a wealth of controls. Designed specifically with ambient and synth music in mind. Retcon contains a host of powerful features built specifically for
creating atmospheric, lofi, heavily modulated pads, leads, keys and plucks.

The centrepiece of Retcon is its custom 16 step chord sequencer that offers unlimited inspiration with it’s unique approach to creating music. 
Quickly build long evolving chord progressions up to 4 bars in length or program fast moving and otherwise impossible modern chord sequences. 
With numerous features including legato/retrigger, latch hold, auto fade and 16 unique patterns all switchable via MIDI keyswitches there is enough
power and control to satisfy the needs of even the most demanding user.

Contents
● Over 1480 Samples
● 84 Analogue Patches
● Dual engine design for blending two sounds together
● Advanced Chord Sequencer
● Komplete and Maschine Integration
● 130 Snapshot Presets
● Compressed .NCW Files
● Animated Background



Overview

FX

Retcon is an advanced sound design tool designed for the modern ambient and cinematic composer in mind. Taking obvious cues and inspiration from the revered Boards Of Canada Retcon 
goes much further by offering complete control to mix and manipulate the sounds therein. At the heart of Retcon is a dual voice wave-based architecture containing 84 unique patches which 
can be blended and controlled separately or in unison.

Retcon’s feature set is split across six pages of 19 hexagon controls focusing on Voice, Filter, FX, Options, Modulation and Sequencer. Each page is carefully laid out and uses an easily iden-
tifiable colour scheme to make the experience intuitive and fast.

Designed specifically for use with the latest hardware from Native Instruments Retcon is heavily integrated with both Maschine and Komplete Kontrol. Featuring xxx snapshot presets with 
plugin mapping and seamless control for browsing and loading sounds.

Installation
The library is supplied as several .rar files. This is a compressed format that you can open 
using the built-in tools on your computer. When you download all parts they will look like this:

Place all parts in a new folder and extract the instruments zip and the samples zip. Simply 
copy this folder to the drive where you store your Kontakt Libraries.

Running the Library
Once inside Kontakt, if you open the file tab in the browser window on the left-hand side you can browse to the instruments of the newly installed sample library. 
Just double click the NKI you wish to use and Kontakt will load it up.
You can also make use of Kontakt's Quick Load feature to make it even easier to load libraries into Kontakt. Please refer to the Kontakt user manual for more information.

System Requirements

● Full version of Kontakt 5.5.1.  Please do not buy this if you intend to use it in the FREE Kontakt Player (It will only run for 15 minutes in demo mode)
● 5GB of Disk Space
● 8GB of System Ram



Working With Snapshots
Snapshots are the easiest and most efficient way of loading and saving presets within Kontakt.  Retcon comes with a vast selection of snapshots ready to use.  Please go to the snapshots 
folder inside your product folder and locate the folder named [Retcon] then copy that folder to your user content folder. The location of the folder is shown here:

The easiest way to locate this folder is to open up Retcon and click the small gear icon
at the top left of the interface:

Then click Instrument Options:

Then Click Snapshots and ‘Show’ - This will open the location so you can easily copy the 
factory snapshots into this folder.  When you save snapshots yourself they will be placed 
in this folder too.

\Users\[Your Name]\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt



Browser
Access the browser by clicking on either of the patch names [1].

The browser is split into 4 categorised sections [2]:

> Keys
> Leads
> Pads
> Plucks

Click a category title to view the sounds contained in each.

Each patch has a name and corresponding waveform overview. 
Click the patch you want to assign to the currently selected side.

Click the other patch name at the top to assign a waveform to that side.

To close the browser just click the patch name [1] again to close.

Some Categories have more than one page.  Click the page buttons [3] to view more

Quick Settings

At the top of each page are controls for:

ANIMATION :: Turning the background animation on or off
SEQUENCER :: Activating / Deactivating the sequencer
LEVEL :: Global volume control - Use this to adjust the master volume instead of the volume 
control in the Kontakt header.  This will ensure the volume level is saved when storing and 
recalling snapshots.

Then click Instrument Options:

[1] [1]

[3]



Voice
The Voice Page allows you to control settings for each voice and assign tuning, envelopes 
and blending options.

Blue Hexes are unison controls which work on a global level.
Yellow Hexes control parameters for Voice 1
Red Hexes control parameters for Voice 2
[BLUE] UNISON :: Turns Unison Voices ON/OFF - Turn this OFF to save CPU.
[BLUE] UNISON TUNE :: Sets the random detune amount for each of the Unison Voices.
[BLUE] UNISON WIDTH :: Sets the pan width for each of the Unison Voices.

[YELLOW] V1 PAN :: Sets the Pan Position for Voice 1
[YELLOW] V1 TUNE :: Sets the Tune for Voice 1 between +/- 12 semitones.
[YELLOW] V1 WIDTH :: Sets the Stereo Width for the Voice 1 between Mono and 200% Stereo.
[YELLOW] V1 S START :: Sets the Sample Start Time for the Voice 1
[YELLOW] V1 ATTACK :: Sets the Attack Volume for the Voice 1
[YELLOW] DEC :: Sets the Decay Envelope for the Voice 1
[YELLOW] REL :: Sets the Release Volume for the Voice 1
[YELLOW] V1 DETUNE :: Adjusts the fine pitch for the Voice 1

[GREEN] VOICE MIX :: Adjusts the mix between the Voice 1 and Voice 2 Patches.

[RED] V2 PAN :: Sets the Pan Position for Voice 2
[RED] V2 TUNE :: Sets the Tune for Voice 2 between +/- 12 semitones.
[[RED] V2 WIDTH :: Sets the Stereo Width for the Voice 1 between Mono and 200% Stereo.
[RED] V2 S START :: Sets the Sample Start Time for the Voice 2
[RED] V2 ATTACK :: Sets the Attack Volume for the Voice 2
[RED] DEC :: Sets the Decay Envelope for the Voice 2
[RED] REL :: Sets the Release Volume for the Voice 2
[RED] V2 DETUNE :: Adjusts the fine pitch for the Voice 2



Modulation
The modulation page contains a selection of controls to further shape your sounds

TREM DEPTH :: Sets the Depth of the Tremolo Modulation

TREM SPEED :: Sets the Speed of the Tremolo Modulation

TREM SHAPE :: Sets the Shape of the Tremolo Modulation

PAN LFO DEPTH :: Sets the Depth of the AutoPan Modulation

PAN LFO RATE :: Sets the Rate of the AutoPan Modulation

PAN LFO SHAPE :: Sets the Shape of the AutoPan Modulation

PITCH ENV :: Sets the Depth of the Pitch Envelope

BREAK :: Sets the Break Time of the Pitch Envelope

DECAY 1 :: Sets the Time of the First Decay for the Pitch Envelope

DECAY 2 :: Sets the Time of the Second Decay for the Pitch Envelope

PITCHMOD DEPTH :: Adjusts the mix between the Voice 1 and Voice 2 Patches.

PITCH LFO :: Sets the Depth of the Pitch LFO

LFO SPEED :: Sets the Speed of the Pitch LFO

LFO DELAY :: Sets the Delay Time of the Pitch LFO

LFO SHAPE :: Sets the Shape of the Pitch LFO

S.RATE DEPTH :: Sets the Depth of the Sample Rate Modulation

S.RATE SPEED :: Sets the Speed of the Sample Rate Modulation

NOISE RATE :: Sets the Depth of the Noise Modulation

NOISE SPEED :: Sets the Speed of the Noise Modulation



Sequencer [VOL MODE]

The sequencer page is an advanced chord generator and pattern creator offering controls 
over the the Volume, Pitch and Chord of each step.

Click the small area under each step to activate or disable.

Adjust the volume of each step by dragging up or down on the step
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VOL :: Displays the Sequencer Volume Edit Mode

CHORD :: Displays the Sequencer Chord Edit Mode

PITCH :: Displays the Sequencer Pitch Edit Mode

PATTERN :: Up to 12 unique patterns can be stored per patch. Select them here.

RATE :: Select the rate of the sequencer from 4/1 (4 bars) to 1/32 (32nd of a bar). Choose long rates to 

build complex chord sequencers

STEPS :: Choose the number of steps per pattern from 1 to 16

SHUFFLE :: Choose the shuffle offset to give your patterns a little timing variation

LATCH :: Enable Latch to keep the sequencer running even after you’ve released a key

FADE :: Enable to cause each note in the sequence to fade before the next note begins so you can 

create more rhythmical patterns

RETRIG :: Enable this to cause each note played to restart the sequence. 

COPY :: When enabled the currently selected pattern will be copied to the next selected pattern

CLEAR :: Clears the current pattern to the default settings



Sequencer [CHORD MODE]

Each step of the sequence can be assigned it’s own unique chord. 

Available chords are displayed below

Enable Chord sequencer mode



Sequencer [PITCH MODE]

Enable Pitch Sequencer mode

Each step of the sequence can also be transposed by -12 to +12 semitones by dragging up 
and down on each individual step



Filters (Page 1)

Quick Settings

At the top of each page are controls for:

ANIMATION :: Turning the background animation on or off
SEQUENCER :: Activating / Deactivating the sequencer
LEVEL :: Global volume control - Use this to adjust the master volume instead of the volume 
control in the Kontakt header.  This will ensure the volume level is saved when storing and 
recalling snapshots.

The filters page gives you 3 different filters per HEX Voice which can be dynamically changed 
using various LFOs and envelopes.

Blue HEXs control Filter 1
Green HEXs control Filter 2
Yellow HEXs are LFO controls
Purple HEXs are Envelope controls

[BLUE] LFO AMOUNT :: Sets the LFO Modulation Level for Filter 1
[BLUE] ENV AMOUNT :: Sets the Filter Envelope Level for Filter 1
[BLUE] FILTER STYLE :: Drag up and down to select the Filter 1 type (LPF / BPF / HPF)
[BLUE] RES :: Sets the Resonance level for Filter 1
[BLUE] CUTOFF :: Sets the Cutoff Frequency of for Filter 1

[RED] FILTER ROUTING :: Click to swap between Series or Parallel

[GREEN] LFO AMOUNT :: Sets the LFO Modulation Level for Filter 2
[GREEN] ENV AMOUNT :: Sets the Filter Envelope Level for Filter 2
[GREEN] FILTER STYLE :: Drag up and down to select the Filter 2 type (LPF / BPF / HPF)
[GREEN] RES :: Sets the Resonance level for Filter 2
[GREEN] CUTOFF :: Sets the Cutoff Frequency of for Filter 2

[PURPLE] ATTACK :: Sets the Attack Time for Filter 1 and 2
[PURPLE] DECAY :: Sets the Decay Time for Filter 1 and 2
[PURPLE] SUSTAIN :: Sets the Sustain Level for Filter 1 and 2
[PURPLE] RELEASE :: Sets the Release Time for Filter 1 and 2

[YELLOW] LFO SPEED :: Sets the LFO Filter Speed
[YELLOW] LFO SINE :: Sets the Filter LFO Sine Shape Level
[YELLOW] LFO SAW :: Sets the Filter LFO Saw Shape Level
[YELLOW] LFO TRI :: Sets the Filter LFO Triangle Shape Level



Filters (Page 2)

Style [Green] :: Sets the HEX Voice 2 Filter to be either Low Pass, High Pass or Bandpass. Drag Up and Down to Change

Style [Blue] :: Sets the HEX Voice 1 Filter to be either Low Pass, High Pass or Bandpass. Drag Up and Down to Change

Filter Routing :: Switches the position of the Filter between Series (Filter 1 then Filter 2 on both Voice Patches) and Parallel (Filter 1 only on the Voice 1 Patch and Filter 2 only 

on the Voice 2 Patch)



FX

The FX page gives you a huge amount of additional control to shape your sound

CRUSH :: Increases the Bit Crusher Effect

SAT :: Increases the Saturation Effect

DRIVE :: Increases the Tape Drive Saturation

WARMTH :: Sets the Warmth of the Tape Drive Effect

EQ LEVEL [PINK CONTROLS] :: Sets the Master Level of the EQ between negative values (cutting 

frequencies) to positive values (boosting frequencies)

EQ LOW / LOW MID / HIGH MID / HIGHS :: Sets the intensity of the Corresponding Frequency

PEAK :: Adjusts the level of the Transient Peak Volume

TRIAL :: Adjusts the level of the Transient Trail or Sustain Volume

FLANGER MIX :: Adjusts the Mix level of the Flanger Effect

FLANGER DEPTH :: Adjusts the depth of the Flanger Effect

FLANGER RATE :: Adjusts the Speed of the Flanger Effect

DELAY MIX :: Adjusts the Mix of the Delay Effect

DELAY TIME :: Adjusts the Time of the Delay Effect

DELAY FEED :: Adjusts the Delay Feedback Level

REVERB MIX :: Adjusts the Reverb Mix Level

REVERB SIZE :: Adjusts the Size of the Reverb Effect



Options

V1 LOW KEY :: Sets the Low Key for the Voice 1 Patch

V1 HIGH KEY :: Sets the High Key for the Voice 1 Patch

V2 VOL VELOCITY :: Sets the Volume via Velocity Sensitivity for the Voice 2 Patch

V1 VOL VELOCITY :: Sets the Volume via Velocity Sensitivity for the Voice 1 Patch

V2 LOW KEY :: Sets the Low Key for the Voice 1 Patch

V2 HIGH KEY :: Sets the High Key for the Voice 1 Patch

LEGATO GLIDE :: Sets the Glide Time when playback is set to Legato

VOICES :: Sets the number of Active Voices for the instrument between 1 and 64

RANDOM PAN :: Sets the intensity of a Random Pan position for every new note that is played

RANDOM START :: Sets the intensity of a Random Start position for every new note that is played

RANDOM VOL :: Sets the intensity of a Random Volume for every new note that is played

RANDOM TUNE :: Sets the intensity of a Random Tuning for every new note that is played



Keyswitching and Light Guide

C-2 to G-2 = Changes the sequencer rate from 4/1 to 1/32

G#-2 to B-2 = Latch, Fade, Retrigger and Copy

C-1 to B-1 = Selects the 12 sequencer patterns

C0 - G8 = Note Range

Purple = Only Voice 1

Blue = Voice 1 and Voice 2

Orange = Only Voice 2

Retcon contains a selection of keyswitches which allow you to quickly control key parameters using your keyboard.  

If you have a Native Kontrol Standards Keyboard (NKS) then the lights on your keyboard will correspond and react to the below triggers



Credits
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Purchase RETCON exclusively from Kontakt Hub

www.kontakthub.com



EULA

This End-User license agreement (EULA) is a legal agreement between you and Audiowarp for the Audiowarp product that this agreement accompanies; including computer software and associated media or multimedia, printed 
materials and electronic documentation. By installing or using this product you agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA you may not install or use the product. All audio samples 
provided with the product are the property of Audiowarp and are licensed to you, they are not sold.

1. Audiowarp grants the end-user (licensee) of the product the right to create finished musical works and performances using the audio samples and any other media or software included as part of the Audiowarp product.

2. The licensee may use the product for commercial purposes.

3. The licensee may alter the samples within the context of a finished musical work but may not distribute those altered samples outside of that musical context.

4. The creation of sound libraries in any form for commercial use or otherwise that use the Audiowarp audio or software, including single samples, loops, audio clips or similar is strictly prohibited. Violations will be prosecuted 
under local and international copyright law.

5. You may not under any circumstance make any part of the Audiowarp product available to others either by duplication, copy, distribution, transfer, upload, download, trade, resale, or loan.

6. The licensee may use this product on multiple computers under the following conditions:
     a. The use of multiple computers is part of a single audio workstation for the individual licensee.
     b. The licensee has two non-concurrent sites of work, such as a studio desktop and a laptop for live performance.

7. Audiowarp warrants and asserts that all audio samples, graphics, images, scripts, documents, and any other media included with the product is the sole property of Audiowarp and that Audiowarp has the authority to grant the 
rights in this EULA.

8. The user agrees to read the manual before seeking help or support from Audiowarp.

9. Audiowarp will not be responsible if the content of the product does not meet the particular purposes of the licensee.

10. It is the licensee's responsibility to check that the product is compatible with their computer system.

11. The product is licensed “as is”. Audiowarp will not be responsible for any loss incurred by the licensee from the direct or indirect use of the product.

12. If you have any doubts, concerns, or uncertainties about the terms in this EULA please contact Audiowarp before installing or using the product.

Copyright Audiowarp © 2016


